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Satisfy Your Sweet Tooth This Summer With FatBoy Ice
Cream

aol.com/lifestyle/satisfy-sweet-tooth-summer-fatboy-183942190.html

Summer is right around the corner and there's no better way to relax and refresh than with

some ice cream. I'll be honest, I'm an avid ice cream lover. Hand me a pint of Ben & Jerry's or

Blue Bunny and it's game over. However, I'm always on the lookout for other ice cream

brands to stock my freezer with and now FatBoy is one of them.

Prior to last week, I've never heard of FatBoy, but now it's all I've been eating. From ice

cream sandwiches and cones to pops and tubs, FatBoy has something for everyone.

FatBoy Ice Cream Cones

FatBoy
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I'm usually not a fan of cones, but FatBoy changed my mind. This Chocolate Fudge Brownie

flavor is one of the brands latest additions and it's amazing.

Made with premium chocolate ice cream with fudge ribbon and brownie bites topped with

chocolaty drizzle and chocolate chunks in a chocolaty-lined chocolate cone - this is chocolate

perfection.

Some of the other flavor cones FatBoy has includes Sundae Best, Cookie Dough and Caramel

Praline.

FatBoy Ice Cream Sundaes

FatBoy

Looking for a dessert to satisfy those sweet and salty cravings? This Caramel Pretzel Sundae

will do just that. Made with caramel ice cream dipped in rich milk chocolate & crispy pretzels,

this flavor boasts a sweet and salty flavor that will hit the spot.
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FatBoy's other Ice Cream Sundae flavors are Vanilla Nut, Toffee and Cherry Cordial.

FatBoy Ice Cream Sandwiches

FatBoy

Let's not forget the classic ice cream sandwich. FatBoy's Ice Cream Sandwiches are perfect

for sharing on those warm summer days. The brands two newest flavors are Sugar Cookie

and Old Fashioned Vanilla.

Here's a full list FatBoy's Ice Cream Sandwich flavors: Premium Vanilla, Cookies 'N Cream,

S'mores, Chocolate Chip Cookie, Mint Chocolate Chip, Strawberry and Chocolate.

Where To Find FatBoy Ice Cream
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A post shared by FatBoy Ice Cream�� (@fatboyicecream)

Now that your mouth is watering, it's the perfect time to get your hands on this ice cream.

FatBoy is available for purchase online and at select retailers nationwide.
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